A substantial fraction of the human proteome encodes disordered proteins. Protein disorder is associated with a variety of cellular functions and misfunction, and is therefore of clear import to biological systems. However, disorder lends itself to conformational flexibility and heterogeneity, rendering proteins which feature prominent disorder difficult to study using conventional structural biology methods. Here we discuss a few examples of how single-molecule methods are providing new insight into the biophysics and complexity of these proteins by avoiding ensemble averaging, thereby providing direct information about the complex distributions and dynamics of this important class of proteins. Examples of note include characterization of isolated IDPs in solution as collapsed and dynamic species, detailed insight into complex IDP folding landscapes, and new information about how tunable regulation of structure-mediated binding cooperativity and consequent function can be achieved through protein disorder. With these exciting advances in view, we conclude with a discussion of a few complementary and emerging single-molecule efforts of particular promise, including complementary and enhanced methodologies for studying disorder in proteins, and experiments to investigate the potential role for IDP-induced phase separation as a critical functional element in biological systems.
Introduction
Proteins are involved in myriad cellular and developmental roles, including architecture, chemical reactions, selective transport across biological membranes, and interaction and regulation of biomolecular networks and signaling cascades. To date, static 3D structural characterization of large ensembles of highly ordered proteins has dominated structural biology, and has provided much insight into protein function. Despite this success, intrinsic disorder is now understood to be a critical and ubiquitous contributor to protein function, leading to a substantial revision in the classic 3D-structure-function paradigm, and highlighting the need for investigational approaches not limited to well-behaved and structurally robust proteins [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Biophysicists have long recognized that to a greater or lesser extent, proteins are in general dynamic and flexible species. However, intrinsically disordered regions in proteins, whether local or global (IDRs and IDPs respectively), encode a much greater degree of these features, and require both new perspective and new tools for detailed investigation. The physics of this disorder could confer a number of biologically significant functional advantages on these systems, and therefore not only require, but merit careful study. Additionally, a number of disease-linked amyloid forming proteins are disordered in their monomeric-unbound states, suggesting a potential and important link between disorder and aberrant misfolding. Therefore, a detailed biophysical understanding of these paradigm-shifting proteins is important for both fundamental protein science and a more precise understanding of cellular function and disease, despite the inherent challenges in studying such conformationally complex and dynamic species.
Expanding the experimental potential for understanding IDP biophysics has been a significant opportunity afforded through some exciting advances in single-molecule detection methods over the past few decades [7] [8] [9] [10] . Capitalizing on improvements in relevant technologies, biophysical single-molecule experiments based on force, fluorescence and other methods began appearing in the 1980s [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These methods fundamentally altered our views of molecular complexity and opened the door to more direct tests of mechanistic models by avoiding the averaging and loss of information that are necessary in ensemble experiments to achieve high signal-to-noise data. Single-molecule methods have already been used to probe the complex conformational distributions, dynamics, interactions, and aggregation propensities of IDPs, with much success. Early application of single-molecule techniques to IDPs began appearing in the literature in the mid-late 2000's, with investigation of conformational features, dynamics and interactions of amyloidogenic IDPs. Also, and of particular note for aggregation-prone members of this protein class, singlemolecule experiments utilize very low molecular concentrations, avoiding the confounding effect of unwanted aggregation or molecular interaction. Several studies have followed since on these and other types of IDPs, and have broadened our understanding of the biophysics of proteins and the systems in which they function.
Discussed below is a sampling of some of the important biological questions being answered with single-molecule experiments, presented in three broad classes of structural and functional complexity: (i) the conformational features and dynamics of monomeric IDPs, (ii) interaction of IDPs with binding partners and concomitant folding, and (iii) more complex behavior of IDPs, with a specific focus on binding-modulated function by interaction with multiple partners. Biophysical features at each of these levels are expected to offer critical insight into biological function, and single-molecule investigation is helping to shed light on each of these levels of molecular and folding complexity. Lastly, we also discuss a few complementary and emerging directions for the utility of single-molecule methods in the effort to study disordered protein systems.
Structural features and dynamics of monomeric IDPs
Investigation of protein disorder begins conceptually with intrinsic structural propensity in monomers, arising from a defining sequence of amino acids. Higher order interactions and structural features can be thought of as functions of this basic state.
In an elegant 2006 study, polyglutamine ("poly-Q") was investigated by Crick and coworkers as a model of the Huntington's disease-causing protein, huntingtin, using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) to determine the scaling relationship between poly-Q chain length and molecular diffusion times 17 . FCS is a near-single-molecule resolution method to measure and analyze fluorescence fluctuations in a subfemtoliter detection volume (achieved through confocal detection) from molecules diffusing freely in solution 18 . Fluorescence intensity data are subjected to correlation analysis to identify molecular events ranging from molecular diffusion (as relatively slow decays) to conformational dynamics at very rapid time scales.
Poly-Q was studied by labeling the cysteine residue in Gly-Gln N -Cys-Lys 2 peptides (where N = chain length) with the bright fluorescent dye Alexa 488 by a maleimide moiety. These experiments showed a monotonic increase of diffusion time with chain length, with no perceptible change in the trend at or around the disease-critical tract length of N=35. Even more significantly from a polymer physics perspective, the scaling of diffusion times as a function of chain length revealed a slope v of 0.32 ± 0.02 ( Figure 1A ), which indicated a polymer in poor solvent. From this result, the authors concluded that poly-Q is poorly solvated and compacted in aqueous solution, an unexpected result for a protein with minimal hydrophobicity.
Soon after these results were published, single-molecule investigation of the yeast protein Sup35 corroborated compaction as a feature in IDPs, but did so via direct measurement of intramolecular distance across its amyloid-determining NM region (for N-terminus and middle), which is disordered in the native state 19 . Förster resonance energy transfer at single-molecule resolution (termed smFRET), is a powerful method for studying structural features in biological molecules, and is especially well-suited for investigating conformationally heterogeneous IDPs. In smFRET, energy is transferred in a non-radiative and distance-dependent manner between appropriate donor and acceptor fluorophores 9, 20, 21 . In a diffusing format, fluorescence intensities are recorded for each molecule that traverses a subfemtoliter detection volume and FRET efficiency (E FRET ) values are calculated, providing a sensitive measure of interdye distance across molecular distances, and an indication of the protein's conformational state.
In the NM experiments, thousands of protein monomers labeled with amyloid regionflanking donor and acceptor dyes were examined individually using smFRET. The resulting E FRET values, plotted as histograms, revealed a population enriched in high E FRET states with a mean value of 0.8 ( Figure 1B) , which corresponds to an inter-dye distance of ~ 43 Å. Compared to denaturing conditions, where protein expansion resulted in a dye separation of ~ 63 Å (E FRET ≈ 0.3), these data provided direct evidence of proximity of the NM spanning dyes, consistent with a population of compact monomers.
Further, it was noted that the observed E FRET peak was quite narrowly focused around the peak center. Such a narrow peak indicates either of two possible scenarios: (i) a uniform and highly stable population of conformers (unexpected for an IDP, but consistent with a stably folded structure), or (ii) rapid fluctuation of monomers relative to the detection timescale of 0.5 ms. Additional smFRET experiments utilized guanidinium hydrocholoride to denature the protein molecules and showed a progressive, non-cooperative decrease in E FRET consistent with a population lacking stable structural elements, suggesting that rapid conformational rearrangement was likely responsible. To provide further support for the conclusions drawn from these single-molecule results, specific FCS experiments were designed and utilized, identifying fluorescence decays in the 20-300 ns time scale ( Figure  1C) , and confirming that the monomer population was indeed an ensemble of compact and rapidly fluctuating structures. In these NM experiments, single-molecule methods proved to be a powerful investigational tool for direct examination of a protein known to be structurally complex and heterogeneous, both in their ability to offer an information-rich snapshot into the population in various conditions, and also in their ability to inform and direct other biophysical methodologies (FCS).
Subsequent single-molecule studies have provided further insight into the polymer physics of IDPs [22] [23] [24] [25] . In one study using smFRET, Muller-Spath and Serrano et al. showed that two IDPs with high net charge show scaling behavior indicating expanded conformations as compared to unfolded states of folded proteins under the same conditions. In another study, Soranno and coworkers used smFRET, FCS and polymer physics theory to quantify rapid dynamics and internal friction in the same set of proteins, and found that the internal friction is a function of compaction in disordered/unfolded protein states 25 . These findings extended the biophysical characterization of disorder in proteins, and led the authors to suggest that expansion may facilitate binding of these IDPs to their cellular partners.
While rapid fluctuations appear to be typical for many IDP monomers, slower IDP dynamics have also been observed at single-molecule resolution. In one set of studies, Lamboy and Kim et al. studied IκBα, inhibitor of the transcriptional factor NF-κB, whose disorder in the functionally important Ankyrin repeats (AR) 5 and 6 has been shown to play a key role in its degradation and regulation 26, 27 . Using smFRET to study immobilized proteins (which enabled long time-trajectories to be monitored), they observed that AR 5 and 6 are not always disordered in unbound IκBα, but rather stay in their folded conformation for the majority of time, with occasional dynamics to visit a disordered state 28 . Moreover, they could observe that the disordered state almost completely disappeared upon binding to NF-κB, consistent with previous studies that demonstrated stabilization of IκBα upon NF-κB binding. A later smFRET study by the same authors showed that the AR 6 domain was more prone to disorder than the AR 5 domain. Thus, while the AR 5 domain did not show disorder at room temperature (requiring an increase to 37 °C to show disorder), the AR 6 domain demonstrated disordered even at room temperature 29 .
In a different study, Choi et al. investigated disordered synaptic proteins by encapsulating them in tethered vesicles, a detection format that localizes single molecules close to a surface without direct tethering and any associated unwanted perturbations 30 . They observed fluctuations on the second timescale for two disordered synaptic proteins, neuroligin and NMDAR-2B glutamate receptor, though they noted that the physical basis for these fluctuations was not clear. A follow-up study by the same group showed that proline residues in the cytoplasmic domain of NMDAR-2B were closely related to the observed fluctuations, and substitution of a few prolines with alanine significantly lowered the relative population of proteins exhibiting those fluctuations 31 .
Through important studies of monomeric species such as these, a picture has emerged that is shaping our understanding of protein disorder as a mechanism for dynamic structuremediated response in biological systems.
Coupling of IDP binding and folding
A number of IDPs have been shown to transition from a disordered state in isolation to a folded state in conjunction with binding partner interaction. Key mechanistic questions aimed at understanding the functional implications of this observation are whether folding or binding occurs first, and whether the reaction mechanism involves multiple states and folding intermediates. Many of these questions have been probed extensively in the protein α-synuclein (aS), which has served as an excellent tool in the exploration of these fundamental protein folding questions. With a substantial presence in neurons, aS has putative roles in synaptic vesicle fusion and vesicle transport, and its aggregation and mutation have been linked to Parkinson's disease.
Prior to single-molecule investigation, biophysical and structural studies of aS had indicated that the protein acquires helical secondary structure upon binding to lipid mimics and membranes. However, there was disagreement about the particular structure of the helical conformation that resulted from binding-partner interaction. NMR data for aS in complex with small SDS micelles indicated that the protein populated a hairpin-like helical structure 32 , whereas EPR data for aS in the presence of lipid vesicles indicated a more extended helical structure 33 . Based on these studies, mechanistic possibilities to explain aS's binding/folding behavior included (1) that only one of these structures was accessed upon binding, (2) that different structures were accessed upon binding to different partners, and (3) that both structures could were accessed even in the presence of one partner. In an effort to place these observations into a cohesive model, smFRET experiments (similar to those described above for Sup35) were carried out by Ferreon and coworkers to distinguish between each of the competing models for the relationship between these helical states, and eventually their role in normal cell function 34 . For these studies, aS was labeled at two positions spanning the helical region, such that formation of the hairpin state (short inter-dye distance) would lead to high E FRET , while extended helix formation (long inter-dye distance) would lead to low E FRET . Histogram analysis of the smFRET data showed a complex series of transitions for a titration with SDS, which serves as a small-molecule binding partner (Figure 2A ), revealing several interesting features of this protein's structure acquisition.
Beginning in a disordered state, the αS population switched initially to a hairpin conformation, and then into a predominantly extended state as SDS approached the critical micelle concentration (CMC). As the SDS concentration was increased beyond CMC, the protein switched back to a hairpin state (consistent with the prior NMR data collected at a similar SDS concentration), and finally switched yet again to an extended helical state at high SDS concentrations. Structural assignments for these smFRET data were made in conjunction with an extensive set of complementary CD data, as well as data from previously published reports in the literature. These results showed that rather than populating one or the other of the two structures, different supramolecular characteristics of the small molecule binding partner resulted in a complex and evolving mixture of species. A follow-up study by Ferreon and Moran et al. 35 showed that this complex folding pathway could be altered, by the Parkinson's disease-related A30P mutation, which displayed a substantial destabilization of the extended helical state under sub-CMC conditions ( Figure  2B ). Interestingly, however, low surface-curvature environments (i.e. high SDS concentration and comparatively large lipid vesicles) seem to nevertheless "enforce" an extended state upon the protein, suggesting surface curvature as a substantial conformationdetermining factor. This study revealed an important biophysical difference in the mutant protein that may link to biology and misfunction, a result that could have been obscured in a lower-resolution analysis of this complex folding behavior.
A fundamental question about aS's transition from disordered to ordered monomer is whether binding was accomplished by a subset of transiently folded proteins already in the appropriate conformation (conformational selection), or whether the disordered IDP first bound and then folded within the context of a (semi-) disordered complex (induced fit). This question was investigated through development of an improved microfluidic device that combined rapid mixing with smFRET detection to study the time-dependent transition of aS to extended helical states in the presence of SDS 36 . This particular design improved the time resolution over existing approaches by approximately two orders of magnitude by using buffer redirection to quickly decelerate a sample stream to accomplish both fast mixing in a rapid flow and slow flow through the detection volume for effective singlemolecule detection, opening new doors for targeted and time-resolved smFRET analysis. This improved time-resolution revealed that rather than being directly accessed from the disordered state, the extended helix emerges subsequent to formation of the hairpin state, which itself is formed through a somewhat gradual transition ( Figure 2C) . In terms of model-distinguishing conclusions, these smFRET data showed clearly that both helical structures formed by an induced fit mechanism under these conditions ( Figure 2D ), via a series of binding and folding events occurring on the reaction pathway. Thus, although IDPs lack highly ordered globular structure found in classically folding proteins, they can still have inducible structural elements tightly coupled to small molecule binding, which may play key roles in cellular biology. In the next section, we describe studies where singlemolecule methods have shed light on the interplay between coupled binding-folding IDP transitions and allosteric regulation.
Allosteric regulation in IDPs: a function for disorder in biology
Single-molecule methods have uncovered a number of physical characteristics of IDPs in isolation and in complex with small molecule partners, as discussed above. However, the broader biological context for these features is both a question of great significance and challenge. Here, we summarize briefly some additional layers of conformational complexity that have been observed at single-molecule resolution, with implications for allosteric regulation through IDP structure-modulation 37, 38 .
Allostery refers to the perturbation of a biochemical reaction (including binding or enzyme action) by physical changes in the molecule's structure at positions distal to the site of action. Observations of allosteric effects are of great biophysical interest as they imply the ability to propagate a structural signal over a relatively long molecular range between two sites not immediately connected. In terms of broad biological significance, to understand allostery is to understand further the extent and flexibility of regulation mechanisms employed in biology, a critical goal in biomedical research.
As discussed above, binding to lipid membranes and the associated conformational changes in aS are believed to be important mediators/modulators of its function. Given that covalent modification of this protein (including nitration) is thought to play a role in PD, Sevcsik et al. sought to answer the question of whether tyrosine nitration would affect this protein's lipid vesicle binding affinity, and discovered an interesting effect 39 . Illustrating once again the utility of smFRET to study this flexible class of proteins, the authors observed that nitration at three tyrosines in the C-terminal region, which is believed not to be directly involved in the binding reaction, disrupted vesicle binding, despite being physically separated from the binding interface. Therefore, they concluded that the effect was by an allosteric mechanism that perturbs the conformational ensembles required for stable binding, providing evidence to suggest that protein disorder might allow for rather sensitive mediation of allosteric regulation.
In another recent example, the disordered viral oncoportein E1A was also found to demonstrate allosteric and binding-cooperativity modulation, with important implications for functional consequence 40 . E1A can dramatically alter the replication machinery in cells through interactions with a number of cellular partners, serving as a hub for a number of related protein interactions. Of note, protein disorder has been suggested to facilitate such a "hub" functionality, as structural plasticity might allow for and even facilitate interaction with a potentially broad spectrum of cellular partners, and has been observed as a central feature in several signaling networks and viral cell cycles.
Previous NMR studies of E1A had yielded some information about this IDP in complex with two of its key partners, TAZ2 and pRb 41 . However, the protein and its complexes are aggregation prone, limiting those studies to a short E1A fragment at the high concentrations necessary for study by NMR. In order to answer a broader range of important questions about this system, and to understand the role of different E1A sequence elements, Ferreon et al. used smFRET measurements ( Figure 3A ,B) of unbound and bound (folded) populations to measure dissociation constants for a series of truncation mutants of E1A in complex with TAZ2 and pRb 40 . It is important to note that by performing these experiments at lowconcentration single-molecule conditions, characterization of individual complexes of interest could be performed in spite of their propensity to aggregate. The smFRET data were used to construct binding phase diagrams for this ternary system ( Figure 3C ), which could be analyzed to understand the cooperativity of E1A interactions. In this format, it was observed that a short E1A construct lacking the N-terminal region showed negative cooperativity for binding of both partners (TAZ2 and pRb), wherein binding to one partner weakened binding to the other. In striking contrast, restoration of the N-terminal region resulted in a dramatic switch to positive binding cooperativity, with binding of one partner enhancing binding of the other ( Figure 3C ). The phase diagrams also showed that the two different cooperativity regimes changed the relative areas of the different E1A species (unbound, binary, ternary complexes), which revealed a shift in the overall population distribution of each state over a fixed set of conditions. Since these different complexes have different cellular activities, switching of the binding biophysics (cooperativity) through additional binding partners that can sequester particular sequence elements could have profound effects on the biology of the system. These results illustrated clearly a fundamental mechanism by which a limited length sequence in a hub IDP of relatively small size can still result in complex layers of regulation of multiple functions.
The above studies uncovered new aspects of allosteric effects in IDPs, in part by leveraging the strengths of single-molecule methods to directly monitor structural distributions for aggregation-prone species by avoiding complications from aggregation. We anticipate that these and other examples of allosteric regulation, both of IDPs and more classically folding proteins, will continue to benefit from single-molecule investigation.
Complementary and Emerging directions
Several examples have been discussed above to show some of the new insights gained from single-molecule fluorescence methods into the biological physics and chemistry of IDPs. The remainder of this review will focus on complementary or emerging areas in singlemolecule studies of protein disorder and associated complexity.
Protein phase separation and cellular granules
An exciting area that has emerged over the past few years is the cellular role of phase separation and corresponding formation of liquid droplets or particles, and the possibility that protein disorder may play an essential and formative role in these biochemically distinct centers 22, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . The cellular volume is differentiated into various compartments that serve different functions. The best-known compartments are membrane-bound organelles such as the nucleus and Golgi body. Unlike these organelles, phase separated granules are cellular organelles that are not enclosed by membranes, yet distinguish themselves from the rest of the cytosol via phase separation, and are often visible using even low-resolution light microscopy 44 . These droplet-like structures are in liquid form, yet separated from the cytosolic space by energetically driven demixing 47 . The high local concentrations and distinct chemical environments of these droplets may facilitate interactions and biochemical reactions, while excluding unwanted cellular components and potentially enriching others [42] [43] [44] 46 . Interestingly, protein disorder has been shown to be important for such phase separation 22, [42] [43] [44] [45] 46 and some studies have even reported structures similar to amyloid fibrils in close relationship with phase-separated granules 42, 43 .
Given the anticipated complexity in distributions of species involved in the phase separation process, single-molecule methods could provide a powerful means to understand several important but unexplored aspects of the physics and chemistry within droplets. Methods such as smFRET and FCS can be used to probe the early binding and structural changes that nucleate and lead to formation, growth and other dynamic changes in droplets; features important in regulating droplets and their activities in cells. Other important issues that could be probed include the structural features of IDPs and other proteins in the altered interior environment of droplets, access of molecules from outside to inside droplets, and how and why reaction rates are altered within these "microreactors".
Force-based methods for detailed characterization of IDP structural landscapes
Although IDPs are intrinsically "disordered," the disordered states, as we have discussed above, are not like typical denatured globular proteins. Therefore, understanding the free energy landscapes and the mechanical properties of these proteins, including transient or persistent structure(s), is an important challenge to meet. While these questions are intriguing in their own right from a biophysical perspective, they also relate critically to biology, especially where IDP structure relates critically to neurodegenerative and other disease 48 .
Force methods such as optical tweezers and atomic force microscopy (AFM) permit highresolution measurement in "pulling" experiments, where protein molecules are extended as a function of applied force, and the resulting force profiles reveal information about the protein's energy landscape in a particular conformation 49 ( Figure 4A 50 , C 50 , B 51 ). Once again, the protein aS has proven to be a target of great interest and utility, playing a central role in demonstrating yet another unique and powerful single-molecule method for studying protein disorder. Early AFM studies on aS indicated that it could access "β-like structure" that is resistant to mechanical unfolding, requiring >100pN to be extended 48, 52 ( Figure 4D ). Given that aggregation and concomitant acquisition of well-defined β-sheet structure is a prominent feature in the protein's link to PD, these AFM data suggested that this nascent β-sheet structure might represent a significant precursor to the more stable and diseaseassociated structures. However, evidence of this conformation has not been observed by other experimental methods, leading the authors to suggest later that their results may reflect a confounding impact of the unique polyprotein construct used in the AFM studies, which may make it more susceptible to β-sheet formation, although accentuation of a more modest but existing propensity may also be a possibility 8 .
Recently, Solanki et al. assessed the free energy landscape of aS under low force (<10 pN) using optical tweezers, and reported that aS may populate three distinct, yet marginally stable structures under native condition 53 . The data showed three minima where the energy barriers between different minima were much lower than those found in globular proteins, consistent with the less stable nature of an IDP in comparison with globular proteins.
In addition to monomer experiments, the energy landscapes of IDP oligomers have also been explored, with some early success and much promise for the future. In one study, Yu and coworkers studied interactions between aS monomers immobilized on both a surface and an AFM tip in an effort to investigate intermolecular aS interactions. Their data showed a long-lived mechanically stable structure that they postulate might be an important species in nucleation of amyloid fibril formation 54 . More recently, Neupane et al. showed that multimeric aS may exhibit more complexity in terms of structures and force required to modify them, by using covalently linked dimers and tetramers 50 . Finally, in a different experimental format providing complementary information, Miyagi and coworkers used high-speed AFM imaging to directly visualize structural changes in disordered regions in the protein FACT 55 .
These examples hopefully provide a clear picture of how many important and fascinating questions might be asked and answered about the mechanical properties of IDPs, from residual structure in monomers to complexes or oligomers of varied stability, and further to the mechanical properties of IDP structures, aberrant and otherwise ( Figure 4E ). Improvements in these methodologies will no doubt be coupled with broader applications in the future.
Further advances in single-molecule detection capabilities
Above, we have discussed examples of interactions of IDPs with partners that are linked to functional conformational changes in these molecules. The studies discussed above represent relatively simple, although illuminating, demonstrations of some strengths of single-molecule methods. However, more complex multicomponent interactions are likely quite ubiquitous representatives of biological action by typical IDPs. Hence, the ability to probe multiple physical parameters simultaneously will ultimately be of great value in the collective effort to understand biological function and consequence. For example, newer multicolor FRET technologies 56 will be useful for correlating discrete conformational changes and/or binding events, or to understand the mechanistic basis of competitive binding or negative cooperativity. As another example, combined force and fluorescence methods 57 could be useful for understanding the effects of partner binding on mechanical stabilities of IDP structural features. These types of methods in conjunction with microfluidic mixing or sorting methods and multiparameter detection 58 could also be invaluable in understanding the mechanistic pathways of partner binding, or oligomer and amyloid fibril formation. Finally, to study larger features and phenomena such as the case of phase separation discussed above, it will be important to study how interacting ensembles of molecules give rise to mesoscale properties that may be important in cellular function. Hence, an exciting future lies ahead for the detection not merely of single molecules, but in the detection of multiple single molecules simultaneously in a system of interacting components.
Concluding remarks
As we have seen in this review, single-molecule methods have proven to be powerful tools, lending themselves extensively to efforts to understand the complex characteristics of protein disorder and complexity. From a single-molecule observational perspective, IDPs lacked the common stable structures of the globular proteins as was previously expected, yet could have characteristics unlike states derived from the denaturation of globular proteins. While this class of proteins may indeed be "disordered" in terms of conventional secondary and tertiary structure, the available data suggest perhaps a different "order" from globular proteins, tunable by sequence and interactions. These biophysical "rules" and features provide for a regulatable structural sensitivity that allows for singular and important function in cells. Now that we are past the initial stages of probing the capabilities of single-molecule methods and initiating studies on the basic biophysics of IDPs, new challenges await: deeper and more thorough understanding of the unique biophysics of IDPs, more direct investigation of the functional roles of IDP biophysics, and understanding how molecular interactions with other cellular elements result in structure and function on the mesoscopic cellular scale. These and other areas of single-molecule investigation promise to better illuminate the critical roles of the biophysics of protein disorder in cell and developmental biology. 
